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During this summer, the EJ team has been hard at work developing a reopening plan for the 
coming school year. Members of the community have shared concerns about what school will 
look like in the fall. Currently, our administrators and staff are developing a comprehensive plan 
that will include multiple plans to ensure student and staff safety, consistent with the 
MiSafeSchool Roadmap. 

As of today, we are 2 weeks from the start of fall sports and 4 weeks from the start of school & 
Jackson County is in Phase 4 of the state's reopening. Our district plan will be 
comprehensive. No matter what the phase we find ourselves in, we will continue to provide for 
the educational and nutritional needs of EJ students. Our district is committed to being open and 
carrying out our educational mission to the highest degree possible, but in a way that is safe for 
all students, their families, and our school staff. 

Our district plan is not finalized, but here are some important elements that I want to share with 
you today. 

1. East Jackson is preparing to assign a Chromebook computer for each student in grades 3-
12. Students in grades K-2 will be issued an iPad. More details will be made available on
sign-out procedures and expectations as we get closer to the start of school. Some
students were issued school devices in April & will be expected either continue to use
these, or exchange their old device, depending upon grade level.

2. There is a possibility that Jackson County will be labelled in Phases 1, 2, or 3 ( according
to the MiSafeSchool Roadmap) during this school year, our instrnctional format will be
online or remote learning. Instrnction for Grades K-2 will primarily utilize
Seesaw. Instruction in Grades 3-12 will primarily utilize Schoology. In the long term,

this will allow for greater transparency for parent engagement with their students.
3. When Jackson County is labelled in Phase 4 (according to the MiSafeSchool Roadmap),

our instructional format will also be online, but our schools will be open to in person
schooling. Students and families that attend in-person classes will be expected to abide by
the guidelines set by the district to ensure student and staff safety to the highest degree
possible. During this phase, online instructional environments will be in Seesaw and

Schoo logy.
4. If we find our region of the state is labelled in Phase 5 ( according to the MiSafeSchool

Roadmap), our instruction will primarily be in-person, with consideration for students
with documented individual needs.
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